Abstract. We show that the subspace of the space of almost continuous first recoverable with respect to some trajectory {x n } functions, consisting of first return continuous functions with respect to {i n }, is porous at each point of whole space. Next we define a class of strongly ^-"-almost everywhere first return recoverable functions and we describe some properties of these functions. We also prove that the subspace of the space of strongly ^-almost everywhere first return recoverable functions consisting of measurable functions is superporous at each point of whole space.
Several standard subcollections of the class of real-valued Baire 1 functions defined on [0,1] have been characterized utilizing first return limiting notions. For example, for a function /: [0,1]->M it is known that / is Baire 1 function if and only if / is first return recoverable with respect to some trajectory ( [1] ) and / is almost continuous Baire 1 function if and only if / is first return continuous with respect to some trajectory ( [3] ). In this paper we shall show that for each trajectory the subset of the space of almost continuous first recoverable with respect to some trajectory functions, consisting of first return continuous functions with respect to this trajectory, is "small" in the sense of category. It will be formulated more precisely in Theorem 1. Next we define a class of functions which are different from first return recoverable functions on a "small" set. It turns out that in this class of functions the set of measurable functions is "small" in sense of category (Theorem 2).
We apply the classical symbols and notions. By R (N) we denote the set of real (positive integers) numbers. The symbol m\ stands for the Lebesque measure on the real line. Let M c X, x 6 X, R > 0. Then 7(x,R, M) denotes the supremum of the set of all r > 0 for which there
By a trajectory we mean any sequence {xn}%Lo of distinct points in [0,1], which is dense in [0, 1] .
Let {xn} be a fixed trajectory. For a given interval, or finite union of intervals, H C [0,1], r(H) will be the first element of the trajectory {xn} in H.
For 0 < x < 1, the left return path to x based on {xn}, P^ = {ifc}, is defined recursively via t\ = r(0, x) and tk+i = r(tk,x).
For 0 < x < 1, the right first return path to x based on {xn}, = {sfc}, is defined analogously.
A function / : [0,1] -* R is first return continuous from the left [right] at x with respect to the trajectory {xn} provided
We say that for any x € (0,1), / : [0,1] -> R is first return continuous at x with respect to the trajectory {xn} provided it is both left and right first return continuous at x with respect to the trajectory {xn}.
We say that But it turns out that we can slightly modify a trajectory {xn} in such a way that above situation is impossible.
We say that a trajectory {zn} is a finite extension of a trajectory {x"} if {xn} is a subsequence of the sequence {zn} and card({zn : n = 1, 2,... Proof. Let {xn} be a fixed trajectory. Consider a trajectory {zn} defined in the following way:
Obviously {zn} is a finite extension of the trajectory {:r"}. In order to complete the proof, it is sufficient to show that
It is easy to see that a,
. Assume for example that \x -a| < \x -b\. Let Rx = t> e the first return route to x based on the trajectory {xn}. Let = be the first return route to x based on the trajectory {zn}. Then y[ z^ = a and y^ = r(B(x, \x -a|)). Consider the following cases:
• If XQ 6 B(x, \x -a|) then y^ = xo and yjf* = yk-i for k > 3. Hence
• If \x -xo| = \x -a\ then B(x, \x -a|) = B(x, \x -xo|) and y^ = yk If xm = yi the condition (2) is obvious. In the opposite case let y\ = xsi, 2/2 = xS2, ..., yj = xSj be all of elements of the sequence {yk} such that Si < m for i € {1,2,..., j}. Then from the definition of r(B(x, \x -a|)) we infer that xSi £ B(x, \x -a|) for j € {1,2,... Consider yj+i -r(B(x, \x -yj|)). Let yj+i = x sj+i-Hence Sj+i > m, so yj+i = xm, which finishes the proof of (2).
Let y^ = yk0 for some ko > 1-Therefore y^ = yk0+k-1 for k > 3.
Hence limfc_*oo /(y£ 2) ) = limfc_*oo f(yk) = f{x), so x G ^i(/|[a>b], {z"}).
The proof of (1) Let {xn} be a fixed trajectory. By Bi({xn}) we denote a set of all functions which are first return recoverable with respect to {xn}. Obviously £1 ({*"}) C8i.
By C({xn}) we denote a set of all functions which are first return continuous with respect to {a:n}. Obviously C({xn}) C B\ Pi A. 
where Since / € -4*({x"}) = Bi({xn})nAc BiHAand = B\ fl A we can infer that geA.
Moreover (6) B(g,-^cB(f,e).
In fact, let h G B(g, Then (7) p(h, f) < p(h, g) + p(g, f) < ± + p(g, /).
Consider the following cases: 
We have just showed that |g(x) -/(x) \ < | for each x G [0,1], so p(5,/)< §. Hence (by (7)) p(h, /) < e, which finishes the proof of (6). Now, note that such that a + § < limsup x-f(x).
x->2
We define a function g : [0,1] -> R in the following way: Hence the function g satisfies the Young condition at The above considerations show that
It is easy to note that g G £i({z n }).
Indeed, obviously x G Bi(g, {£n})> for ea ch x G [0,1] \ For x = \ the proof is analogous as the proof of (5).
It is not difficult to show that • If xo G C(f, {xn}), there exist sequences {a"}, {/3n} such that an \ xo, Pn / x0 and limn^00 f(an)
(by the assumption) and hence there exist sequences {*7"}, {¿"} such that yn \ xo, Sn /* xo and We will consider the second class. Let us denote this class (of strongly T-almost everywhere first return recoverable with respect to the trajectory {xn} by the symbol Bf({in}). We will say that a function / : [0,1] -> R is strongly T-almost everywhere first return recoverable if there exists a trajectory {xn} such that / G B^({xn}).
Let Bf denote a set of all strongly T-almost everywhere first return recoverable functions / : [0,1] -> R.
Note that Bf contains a large class of functions. For example, all functions / : [0,1] -> R such that Df is a nowhere dense set, are strongly Talmost everywhere first return recoverable. Moreover the following fact is obvious: Proof. Let {xn} be a trajectory such that the set B\ (/, {xn}) has a dense interior. Let {(an,fen)}^L1 be a sequence of all components of the set int(Z3i(/, {in})). Then /|(an,6n) is Baire 1 function for each n G N (Lemma 1),
